Eaton's air-conditioning disconnect with GFI receptacle is the contractor’s answer to meeting the NEC® 210.63 ground fault requirements, and to installing faster and easier than ever before, thanks to a convenient quickstep design.

This ACD is designed with the non-fused air-conditioning disconnect and GFI receptacle in one NEMA® 3R enclosure, eliminating the need for a separate enclosure and cover involving the receptacle.

For safety and clarity purposes, instructions and ratings are clearly marked on dead front housing. While this ACD is convenient for contractors, it is also convenient for homeowners who can use the outlets as safe, additional power sources.

More features:
- UL® Listed
- NEMA 3R rainproof enclosure
- Non-fused standard design
- 120V receptacles, 20A
- Can be used as a service entrance disconnect

For more information on the Eaton ACD with GFI Receptacle visit your Eaton distributor or call 877-386-2273.

The GFI features an exclusive rotating receptacle housing, allowing the contractor to wire the unit without removing the receptacle. This rotating feature is offered only by Eaton.